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Interaction of elliptically polarized laser radiation with plasma produced from a solid target
generates magnetic fields simultaneously along axial and transverse directions. The axial
magnetic field induces the plane of polarization of the incident laser beam to rotate due to the
Faraday effect. Numerically the Faraday rotation has beencalculated for interaction of Nd glass
laser (/2= 1.06 pm) in the subdenseplasma in which the plasma density, temperature, and
self-generatedmagnetic field vary in the axial direction.

1. INTRODUCTlON

In schemesof fusion reaction by inertial confinement,a
self-generatedmagnetic field is found to influence the energy transport, and hence the pellet design; thus, this
magnetic-field generation becomes the motivation for
many expeirmental and theoretical studies.
Several independent mechanisms are knownlw9to be
responsible for the generation of laser-induced toroidal
magnetic fields. Thesefields are either of a large scaleor of
a small scale. Known sourcesof laser-inducedlarge-scale
magnetic fields are (i) the VnxVT mechanism,“2*5(ii)
anisotropy of electron plasma,3and (iii) hot-electron ejection from the focal spot.4 These large-scaletorodial fields
are orderedfields. There havebeenquite a few proposalsof
mechanismfor the B field with small spatial scales,ranging
from a few vacuum laser wave lengths to an electron mean
free path. Since these fields lack large-scale coherence,
thesesmall-scaletoroidal magneticfluctuations may have a
significant effect on the electron transport coefficients.
Sourcesof small-scalemagnetic field are (i) filamentation5
(ii) resonanceabsorption,6 (iii) thermal instabilities,’ and
(iv) Weibel instabilities.* However, the self-generatedaxial
magneticfield was not reported till Biiand et al. lo proposed
that an axial magnetic field can grow up from thesesmallscale magnetic fields through the dynamo effect. Furthermore, they presentedan experiment which showedthan an
axial magnetic field of 0.6 MG exists in a plasma produced
by the interaction of an intense0.53 pm laser beam with a
plane target. However, the demonstration given by Briand
et al. was shown to be unacceptableby Dragila” who suggestedthat in underdenseplasmasa turbulent dynamo effect is possibly responsiblefor the generationof axial magnetic fields observed in laser-produced plasma in the
presenceof ion-acoustic turbulence. Moreover, it leads to
enhancementof the original toroidal magnetic field generated by the VnXVT mechanism. Chakraborty, Khan and
Bhattacharyyal2 have suggestedyet another mechanism
for the generationof an axial magnetic field of appreciable
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magnitude. This type of field is investigated in the interaction of standing wavesin a laser-producedplasma neglecting the plasma temperature. A knowledge of the scaling
laws with induced magnetization for different laser powers
and wave lengths and with different plasma densities has
also been reported subsequentlyby Chakraborty et al. l3
In this paper we presenta theory for, the simultaneous
generation of both axial and lateral magnetic fields in a
highly collisional, hot, homogeneousplasma, produced by
interaction of an intense laser beam with a solid target.
This induced magnetization is a modified inverse Faraday
effect of interaction of dispersivetransverseand longitudinal waves of the same frequency in a plasma. As in the
usual inverseFaraday effect, here also the kinetic energyof
ordered motion of charges in the presence of waves is
transformed into the energy of the induced magnetic field.
The ordered motion of the charged particles, due to this
wave, gives rise to a static magnetic moment along the
axial and lateral directions, which obtains from averaging
that expressionover the wave time periods.
il. FORMULATlON

OF THE PROlBLEM

The plasma is assumedto be a hot, adiabatic, and homogeneousfluid, and is highly collisional. The high collisionality gives rise to only randomization of energy which
leadsto equalization of electron and ion temperatures (i.e.,
T,z Ti) , but doesnot lead to any appreciabledissipation of
energy.
The following set of equations is assumedto describe
the interaction of the laser beam with the plasma:
NfV-(Ni)

=o,

(1)

!2+ (r-V)i+G E+&

VXE=-;iI,
VX*=f fi-?

(iXH) +z&O,
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The linearized dispersion relations for the transversewave
and longitudinal wave, respectively, are

Y4il

nf7=1-x,

n,2-1+x=0,

\

(5)

V*H=O.

(6)

The notations have their usual meaningsfor motion of
electrons of charge -e and mass m. The elliptically polarized electric field is of the form

t?lCCO

Y4llgrad div Es

c2grad div Es--C2V2E3+ & +~iEs - 2

=he& - (j2Wil- (jyW&-& (jlXH2)
1

where $11= I+ - tit, 6, = kLx - wt. At x=0, the transverseoscillation in the X-Y plane is assumedto be in phase
with the longitudinal oscillation and the transverseoscillation in the X-Z plane is out of phasewith the longitudinal
oscillation bye?r/2 (Fig. 1) .
The excited fields, evaluated from the linearized approximation of the field equations, are
(8)

il =g (all sin e,,,Xal sin e,,-XP, cos 61L),

call
q =-----=
mew’

2
dab)
%
(al,&) = mew ’ X=7,0
and y is the ratio of two specific heats. Similarly, the
second-orderfields have also been obtained from the same
set of equations.
Using these field variables we obtain the following inhomogeneous,nonlinear, third-order wave equation:

(7)
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FIG. 1. The target coordinate axes impinging the laser beam.
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where the inhomogeneity, collected in the right-hand side,
is exclusively due to nonlinearity.
Solving the nonlinear equation (12) for secular-free
solution and retaining only the first harmonic terms, correct up to the third order, we obtain the following expressions for the nonlinear increments of the electron velocity
and the correspondingdisplacements:
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transverseoscillations along the two principal directions of
the polarization ellipse of the electromagnetic wave. For
instance, in the spatial evolution problems, the induced
magnetization vanishes along the direction of transverse
oscillation, the phaseof which oscillation at the boundary
x=0 differs perfectly by the angle 7r/2 with the phaseof
the longitudinal wave there. Thus, the resultant magnetic
field lies in the X-Y plane.
This axial magnetic field induces the plane of polarization of the incident laser beamto rotate due to the Faraday
effect. This rotation occurs in the subdense plasma in
which the plasma density, temperature, and self-generated
magnetic field vary in the axial direction. For convenience,
the space has been divided into a finite number of slabs
along the axial direction. In each slab the density and
hence the magnetic field are assumedto be fairly constant
in space.The total Faraday rotation in the whole spaceis
taken as the sum total of the Faraday rotation causedby
each slab. The net rotation is then taken as a=8&IAal,
where Aa,( = BIARl) is the rotation due to the Ith slab, BI
being the corresponding axial magnetic field in the megaGauss units, AR/ is the slab thickness in micrometers, and
q is a finite number.
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III. RESULTS
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The nonlinear magnetization, induced in the laserproduced plasma, averagedover the wave time period, is
(M) = (47rNe/c) (L),

(16)

AND DISCUSSIONS

For estimating the self-generatedaxial magnetic field,
steady-stateprofiles of the plasma corona were estimated
using the usual density proflle and temperature profile
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Laser absorption in various space
regimesof the plasma corona was also estimated from Table I.
A numerical estimation of the magnetic field was made
at an absorbedlaser intensity of 5 x 1012W/cm2. Thermal
energy was obtained from the expression 5(2+ l/
Z)NKT(AR/27),
where Z, KT, r, N, and AR are the
effective ion charge, electron temperature, laser pulse duration, electron density, and length of the plasma slab in
the corona, respectively. The calculated axial magnetic
field in various slabs along the corona is given in Table I.
The axial magnetic field has beenobservedto be very small

where (L) is the time-averaged angular momentum
gained. The components of the nonlinear angular momentum are

4c2

L,=w~t~la;+22(a:-~~,l2-~~~~}alBl,
2
Ly= -;

[Zla~+Z2(a:-&)

-~3afl

x bW;f+K&&@) +K&:+&) I~$%,

(17)

L,=O.

Hence, the magnetization is nonzero along X and Y directions, which are, respectively, the axial direction and a
laterial direction, but along the 2 axis it is zero. The magnitude and direction of this induced magnetization depends
on the phase relation between the longitudinal wave and
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FIG. 2. Variation of electron density with axial distance from the critical
density surface.
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FIG. 3. Variation of temperature (in eV) with axial distance from the
critical density surface.

near the critical density layer but is found to have a maximum value of 7464 G at a density of 10” electrons cmv3
at a distance of 210 pm from the critical density surface.
Table I shows that the effective value of the axial magnetic field increasesfrom 0.031 G to 7.464 kG when the
laser absorption decreasesfrom 75% to 4%. Table I also
shows the axial and transverse magnetization in each
plasma slab in the plasma corona. Net Faraday rotation is
thus calculated by summing up the rotation produced by
each slab. The total length of the corona consideredfor the
calculation is 210 pm. Net rotation thus comes to be 5.4”
for a single pass of the laser. For the double pass (back
reflection) the rotation would thus be 10.8”. In the computed Faraday rotation angle ( = 2~slBlAR~), we have restricted our calculation up to a distance of 210 pm from
the critical density surface due to the following reasons.
The entire region under consideration is divided into some
slabs; the length AR of each slab is so chosen, that the
temperature is seento be fairly constant in each slab, and
the mean value of density is taken. The induced magnetic
field is calculated on the basis of these values of tempera-

TABLE

ture and density; consequently, the product B&
is calculated over each slab, B, is seento be fairly constant over
the slab length.
As we have already mentioned, beyond 210 pm, it is
observedfrom Figs. 1 and 2 that the temperature is rapidly
decaying over the region whereas the density is decaying
rather slowly. Thus, it is difficult to choose a slab length,
even in the order of 5 pm, over which the mean value of
temperature and density may be reasonablychosen.Moreover, the percentageof absorbed laser intensity becomes
very small (l%-2%) below the density 1019/cm3.Therefore, not only should the calculated axial Bl field over a
narrow slab length AR, be small, the product BQR, should
be also very small and the finite sum Zyz,BIARl in this
region can be neglected.
A typical calculation has been done for B, over a slab
length ARI-5 pm, T,- 340 eV, the percentage of absorbed laser intensity is 1.5, density 0.4~ 10”/cm3. The
calculated BI is of the order of 200 G and BIARI becomes
negligible. Hence the contribution of the finite sum IZB[AR,
to the total Faraday rotation angle over the region is not
appreciable.However, where temperature and density gradients are high a toroidal magnetic field (arising from Vn
xVT) may be generated.But, the Faraday rotation angle
of the back-reflectedbeam is only due to the axial field and
thus cannot be affected by the toroidal field.14
The self-generatedaxial magnetic field and the consequent Faraday rotation angle 8~=,B,AR~ have been computed here considering the motion of electron to be dominant in laser-producedplasmas.
IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the axial and transversemagnetic
fields are generatedin laser plasma interactions. The transversefield in our problem is exclusively due to the pressure
effect in plasma. In a cold plasma, interaction of an electromagnetic wave with the charged particles, rotates the
charges in circular orbits and the IFE magnetization obtained is axial and along the line of centers of the circular
motion of charges. On the other hand, thermal motion in
plasma generates pressure waves which, along with the

I. Effective values of axial and transverse magnetic field.

Number
density
(X 1019)
(cmo3)

Slab length
R
W-3)

Range
(pm)

1
3
7
12.5
18.5
25
35
45
54.5

30
30
30
30
20
20
20
20
10

180-210
150-180
120-150
go-120
70-90
50-70
30-50
10-30
O-10

Intensity
(X lo’*)
(W/cm*)
5
5
5 ’
5
5
5
5
5
5

% of
absorbed
intensity

Effective
intensity
(X 1o’2)
CW/cm’)

Effective
magnetic field
along
X axis
(G)

Magnetic field
along Y axis
(G)

4
5
6
9.5
15
21
31
48
75

0.2
0.25
0.30
0.475
0.75
1.05
1.55
2.40
3.85

7464
350
30
7.6
1.5
0.84
0.31
0.192
0.031

-0.9871 x lo3
-0.2033 x 10’
-0.9430x 100
-Oo.1181x10°
-0.9302x 10-2
-0.309 x 1o-2
-0.7694x 1O-3
-0.3497x 10-J
-0.1484~ 1O-4
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pump electromagnetic wave, accelerate the electrons to
move in complicated three-dimensional tortuous orbits.
Each of these orbits may be considered as a sum of a
number of small circles whose line of centers does not lie in
the sameplane and the generatedmagnetization will be the
cumulative sum of the magnetization due to each of these
circular motions of charge. The axial part of the field
causesFaraday rotation of the back-reflected laser radiation.
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